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The necessity to have comprehensive data about the influence of military conflicts on 
women and girls was emphasized yet in the Introductory part of the resolution 1325. 
The Global Study gives the opportunity to analyze both, achievements and the gaps 
and challenges in situations when conflict or pre-conflict situation influence lives of 
women and girls. 
Current contribution mainly is concentrated on the   realization and impact of the UN 
Resolution 1325 in Georgia, although one paragraph is providing contributions from 
the neighbor countries – Armenia, Azerbaijan, Russia and Ukraine. The contributions 
were prepared through the consultations with the experts/Women’s rights activists 
from these countries. 

GEORGIA: opportunities and challengesGEORGIA: opportunities and challenges  
Georgia was the first post-Soviet country that has prepared and adopted National Ac-
tion Plan on Women, Peace and Security (for 2012-2015). The elaboration of the NAP 
was a result of constant advocacy from the local civil society and the persistent com-
mitment and technical assistance of UN Women (earlier – UNIFEM) coming from ur-
gent need of positive changes in postconflict context. 
Georgia, since early the 1990-s, had experienced severe armed conflicts led to massive 
displacement of population, mainly ethnic Georgians  from separated de facto regions 
of Abkhazia and South Ossetia. The last wave of internal displacement was caused by 
2008 war of Georgia and Russia over South Ossetia, currently number of displaced 
population is around 276,000 (with 4,4 Mln of total population). As in other postcon-
flict situations, displaced and conflict affected women are the main victims. The wide 
range of challenges accompany life of women – internally displaced ( IDP)  or living in 
conflict-affected areas. Human security – physical, psychological, material- of women 
is very low and dependent on external conditions. Participation of women in decision 
making is minimal;  working in  any available  places mostly underpaid; putting all ef-
forts for fostering children and protecting family; substituting man during and often 
also  after the conflict, often  being victim of GBV and  domestic violence,  IDP woman 
became  the strongest advocate for peace and for positive change.  
Since the adoption of the UNSCR 1325, women’s organizations, including IDP women 
groups constantly tried to use it as a tool for ensuring women’s protection and partici-
pation, however, the government lacked understanding of the importance and rele-
vance of this Resolution. 
The dramatic change in relation to political attention to UNSC Resolution 1325 and 
other subsequent resolutions could be observed after the August 2008 War – new 
“wounds” of war required immediate answer and assistance for newly displaced. A 
significant role was played by the UN Women office (at that time UNIFEM) and 
women’s organisations, assisting the victims and making rapid assessment to ensure 
that humanitarian assistance and government rehabilitation efforts take into consid-
eration the different needs of women, men, boys and girls, Thus, in one month after 
the conflict, study about effects of conflict on women was prepared, and widely shared 
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with state actors and donors, and the results included in the Flesh appeal. The active 
position of civil society for that moment coincided with understanding and support 
from some political actors – for the first time, real commitment was expressed by the 
Vice-Speaker of Parliament who led the Gender Equality Council of the Parliament, Ms. 
Rusudan Kervalishvili. Such synergy of local and international efforts of women activ-
ists, strengthened by the goodwill of State actors, allowed for the preparation and 
adoption of the Law on Gender Equality (2010)and start joint work on drafting the Na-
tional Action Plan for the implementation of the UNSC Resolutions 1325, 1820, 1888, 
1889, 1960 “Women, Peace and Security” for 2012-2015. 
In the NAP drafting process the civil society participation was somehow included, al-
though the main principle of the government ownership on the NAP was taken as the 
guarantee of further interest of Government to implement it; Working Groups were 
represented by Department Directors and vice-Ministers working on the Action Plan.  
One of experienced NGOs – Women Informational Center (WIC)– was selected to im-
plement the mediator’s role between the Working Groups and civil society actors. 
More than 30 NGOs participated in such consultations, bringing comments and pro-
posals. There were 4 working groups created, according to directions of UNSC Resolu-
tions (Participation, Prevention, Protection, Postconflict rehabilitation). WIC partici-
pated in meetings of State Working groups and had the opportunity to present them 
CSO proposals, and feedback from state actors was taken back.  Women’s Fund Taso 
and some other women’s organizations, such as IDPWA, assisted to organize participa-
tory consultations with grassroots’ IDP women, living in the regions of Georgia with 
the aim to have real input from the conflict affected population. Such procedures al-
lowed to include into the NAP the priorities, important for conflict affected women to 
increase their human security – for example, during 2008 military attacks, no informa-
tion was given to the population and no evacuation works were organized for civilians.  
Now, the Action Plan envisages early warning system creation, teaching civil defense in 
schools, the commitment of Government to inform the population living in the adja-
cent area, about risks and threats.   The Action Plan includes measures for increasing 
protection from sexual and gender-based violence, assistance to the victims, inclusion 
of IDP and conflict affected women in post-conflict rehabilitation. The advocacy work,  
conducted by the CSO and UN Women, efforts of the Chair of Gender Equality Council 
helped to almost unanimous approval of the  NAP in Parliament on 27 December 2011. 
The process of creation of the NAP was documented by the UN Women cross-regional 
project, and the results were published to guide other countries on their way for crea-
tion and implementation of the Action Plans. Constant support from the UN allowed to 
successfully implement many of measures envisaged in the Action Plan, in particular, 
related with the coordination of implementation, reforms in security sector and intro-
duction of gender mainstreaming in the core ministries, especially, Ministry of De-
fense.  Number of cascade trainings for the central and local authorities by specially 
prepared trainers from CSOs were implemented, that assisted to raise the awareness 
and commitment of public servants.   UN Women, together with colleagues from civil 
society and from relevant State foundations (such as State fund for assisting victims of 
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human trafficking and domestic violence), was constantly lobbying the creation of re-
ferral mechanisms for victims of sexual and gender-based violence in conflict and post-
conflict situations, addressing their needs through specialized institutions and creation 
of interagency commission dealing with these issues. 

Current situation and existing challenges 
Today in Georgia exist same preconditions for better realization of WPS agenda, in-
cluding  legal provisions, existing of strong women’s lobby both, from local and inter-
national organizations and  commitment from the executive and legislative actors. 
Georgia last year signed the Association agreement with the EU, had approved the 
Human Rights strategy with its Action Plan and the Action Plan for Gender Equality. All 
this creates some framework, which in case of positive political development will cre-
ate enable environment for WPS agenda. 
However, this is difficult to make political prognoses. Unclear situation in the region 
after Ukraine crisis, presence of occupation forces in two separated de facto regions of 
Georgia and volatile situation near the conflict division lines contribute to increased 
tension in those regions. Georgian aspiration to Euro-Atlantic integration does not pre-
vent country from possible  escalation of  violence, and special protective measures 
should be taken to ensure that women and girls will have safety and security. There is 
“creeping” occupation and “borderisation”, when occupation forces regularly establish 
wire fences, fixing the conflict division line as a border, and during this process they 
move inside territory controlled by the central government of Georgia, and take lands 
of population of these villages. 
On November 24th, 2014 Russia’s President Putin and the Abkhaz leader Khajimba 
sign a treaty between Russia and the breakaway region on “alliance and strategic 
partnership.” According to the EU statement the treaty is “detrimental to ongoing 
efforts to stabilize the security situation in the region .”Many other foreign leaders as 
well as the Georgian government expressed similar concerns. Another treaty with 
even more deep intention to reintegrate the regions, was signed on 18 of March 
with the de facto authorities in South Ossetia, deepening thus existing political and 
territorial divisions in the region. 

Negotiation Process 
The Geneva International Discussions (GID)launched after the August 2008 war, 

have not led to any significant progress so far. Humanitarian issues on the ground are 
addressed by the Incident Prevention and Response Mechanism (IPRM); while on the 
South Ossetian direction IPRM meetings, involving officials from Georgia proper, South 
Ossetia, representatives of Russia’s troops and the European Union Monitoring Mis-
sion (EUMM) have been held on the regular basis, such meetings on the Abkhaz direc-
tion have been suspended since March 2012, creating serious challenge for addressing 
humanitarian issues on ABL. 
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The issues of humanitarian character, discussed on IPRM meetings, include –destiny of  
illegally detained  peaceful population,  access to the lands for rural population (as due 
to “borderisation” and creeping  annexation of lands, the rural population living along-
side the division line, do not have access to  agricultural activities.),  issues of missing 
persons and so on. Absence of such mechanism on Abkhazia ABL negatively influence 
the human rights of population and significantly violates rights of women and girls liv-
ing  on occupied territories. 
Recommendation: to put additional efforts to restore IPRM on the ABL between 
Abkhazia and the rest of Georgia and to implementation of patrolling from the both 
sides of ABLs. 
As GID is the only official mechanism of interaction, these negotiations, in fact, do not 
negotiate peace agreement.  The main conflict party of 2008 war, Russia, tries to avoid 
responsibility for security agreement and bring it down, to the negotiations between 
self-proclaimed entities and Tbilisi. At the same time, the main issue of the second 
group – return of IDPs and refugees, never really was discussed, and simply humanitar-
ian questions, such as  - possibility to visit graves and places of religious worship,  “go 
and see” and go and inform” visits  which are obvious in some other  conflict situa-
tions, here were not achieved. This year, again, the request from Georgian side to per-
mit visits of graves for Georgian mothers was refused by Ossetian side (see the docu-
mentary “Bitter Hope”, produced by journalist Nino Chibchiuri, about mother, whose 
son died shortly before 2008 war and is graved in former Georgian village Tamarash-
eni). 
Practical absence of women at negotiations table (there are three representatives of 
official  structures –women  from Tbilisi; all other negotiator’s groups are exclusively 
represented by men) makes even more difficult  to create a  climate of trust in Geneva 
discussions.  There are no community voices bringing real issues from conflict affected 
communities, and high politisation of process did not allow to get tangible results. 
IPRM mechanism on ground also includes official persons, and no NGO or community 
activists can participate.  Women’s groups and organizations for many years try to 
achieve, at least, parallel sessions of civil society representatives, which can  present 
new considerations  and arguments  to move forward at least, humanitarian dimension 
of talks. With the initiative of UN Women, one year ago, the informational session on 
women’s rights and UN Resolution 1325 was conducted for negotiators – participants 
of Geneva talk. The presentation was made by one of the most brilliant woman – ex-
pert from Women’s League for Peace and Freedom.   However, there are no significant 
changes in the attitude of participants, and issues proposed by the UNSC Resolutions 
on WPS still are not covered by discussions. 
Recommendation: to negotiate an additional/complementary format for Geneva 
talks which will include the representatives from civil society, specifically, women, 
affected by the conflicts and to bring their proposals and voices to official negotia-
tors with the intention to have official response. 
Below some of effects of current situation on women and girls, as well as elaborated 
responses and good practices are described. 
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Protracted Displacement 
Internal displacement for Georgia is not a new problem. Georgia experienced several 

armed conflicts, and in result of these conflicts 2 regions were de-facto separated: 

Abkhazia and Tskhinvali regions (South Ossetia).  The total number of displaced popu-

lation after these conflicts is more than 270 000 persons, or 86 000 families.   

While people displaced by the August 2008 war over South Ossetia are still IDPS seven 

years later, IDPs from Abkhazia have been displaced for more than 22 years and IDPs 

from Tskhinvali town in South Ossetia - for about 24 years. In Georgia, as in many 

other parts of the former Soviet Union, the breakdown of the USSR and rapid deterio-

ration in socio-economic conditions were accompanied by changes in the distribution 

of power among different groups, including among ethnic elites and within political 

circles.  

In early 90-s. extreme tension in two regions of Georgia – Tskhinvali region in the 

North (1991-92) and Abkhazia in the West (1992-93), both bordering on Russia – led to 

open clashes and bloody armed conflicts and resulted in displacement for more than 

300,000 persons, mainly of Georgian origin and mainly to internal regions of Georgia. 

In 2008, a new war between Georgia and Russia displaced more than 135,000 people, 

of whom approximately 26,000 could not return to their native lands due to Russian 

military presence and the total destruction of their villages in South Ossetia. Currently, 

according to data from the Georgian Ministry of IDPs from the Occupied Territories, 

Accommodation and Refugees, there are 88,499 IDP families, comprising more than 

270,000 people. 

A wide range of challenges confront any woman who is an IDP or living in a post-

conflict zone. Human security – physical, psychological, material – is very fragile and 

dependent on external conditions. The participation of women in decision making is 

minimal. In society, IDP status is often seen as a “label”, accompanying by stigma. Un-

cured psychological trauma not healed wounds of war lead to phenomena when the 

communities became traumatized.  

 

Women find work anywhere they can, mostly low-paid; they put all their efforts into 

caring for children and protecting their family; they have to replace men during and 

often also after the conflict; they often suffer gender-based violence and domestic 

violence. And because of all this, IDP women have become the strongest advocates for 

peace and for positive change.  

Many useful policies have been agreed during the last few years in Georgia, including 

the Action Plan for implementation of UN Security Council Resolution 1325. This Action 

Plan declares support for women affected by the conflicts and for their participation in 
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decision making and peace building. NGOs support women from grassroots communi-

ties to participate in cross-border activities and find common ground with women 

from the other parts of this divided society. However, the participation of women in 

post-conflict rehabilitation, as stipulated in Resolution 1325 and the Action Plan of 

Georgia on its implementation, has still not been secured. Women, especially IDP 

women, are not included in local councils and have no access to decision making about 

the most crucial issues influencing their lives. There is a long way to go to achieve 

equal opportunities for IDPs with the rest of society and to make their starting condi-

tions comparable. 

Unrest in the areas adjacent to the breakaways territories (Abkhazia and South Os-

setia/Tskhinvali region)  leads to increase level of violence, including increased domes-

tic violence. 

As mentioned by IDP Rights advocate, MS. Erin Mooney, “years after the war’s end, 

renewed national and international efforts are needed to complete the work of secur-

ing durable solutions for IDPs.” 

Recommendation:  Today the necessity of provisions of Resolution 1325 is more visi-

ble in case of emergency and post emergency situation. It is necessary to make three 

“P” s more visible in cases of protracted displacement when also the forth “P” – post-

conflict rehabilitation is especially important. Special funds should be dedicated for 

these purposes both, by Government and by international organisations. 

Recommendation:  Psychological rehabilitation of uncured war trauma is necessary 

to support reintegration of women and girls - victims of conflict – in society, also at 

the later stage, not only during the emergency, as in many cases trauma is mani-

fested after decades, and women can start to talk about violence also after decades. 

Situation around division lines.  
There are two former administrative border lines (ABL) which currently divide the ter-

ritory controlled by the Central Government from breakaway regions – Abkhazia and 

South Ossetia/Tskhinvali region.  The Gali district which is adjacent from Abkhazia side 

to former administrative border between Abkhazia and Zugdidi district (on the west), 

is populated almost exclusively by Georgians, but is controlled by Abkhazia de facto 

authorities. The inhabitants of this district (IDPs) were allowed to cross the division line 

and to come to Gali to work their lands. Many of IDPs temporarily returned to Gali 

district, and some live there during years, but, as the security on their lives is not guar-

anteed, and there is no official power responsible for protection of their human rights, 

they continue to keep IDP Status. 
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Since 1998, de facto authorities of Abkhazia started to issue Abkhazian passports, 

which are not recognized internationally (as they are issued by non-recognized re-

gime). In the Gali district, such passports were disseminated after 2006, and they give 

possibility to Gali residents to cross the  division line, which is guarded by Russians. In 

2014, after the putsch in Sukhumi, new authorities used the situation to cancel these 

passports that makes difficult for IDPs to cross check point   on the division line legally. 

Still, people, mainly women are crossing the ABL, trying to avoid check point where 

now are standing Russian occupational forces. If persons are detained by Russian mili-

taries, they are arrested and taken to special bunkers, in basements. From107 persons, 

detained in 2014 until October, 99 were women (this is statistics which is available – 

we try to obtain statistics from EUMM, and it takes long time). The detention of these 

people is absolutely illegal, as territory officially belongs to Georgia, and Russian mili-

taries are there as occupational forces. Among detained women often are pregnant 

women, women with the small children. There is no official statistics, as there is no 

international observers mission in Abkhazia, and no any kind of security meetings, re-

gardless that in 2008 it was clearly decided that the international EU observers will 

monitor the division lines from both sides.  

There are not registered cases of sexual violence committed by militaries against Geor-

gian women and girls, however, general level of harassment is very high, but nor Geor-
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gian NGOs, neither international observers have access to Gali to register these cases 

and organize assistance. In Gali, especially difficult situation is for elderly women, as in 

many cases, other members of family cannot enter Gali, and women are left alone, 

without assistance and care. Only in  Nabakevi village,  according to data of local  am-

bulance, 26 single elderly are registered, from them 5 – in critical situation.  

Issue of women’s rights in Abkhazia is voiced only by very few local NGOs; such topics 

as domestic violence, trauma and specific women’s needs are not supported nor by 

authorities, neither by population. Lack of international presence in Abkhazia and 

South Ossetia who can support NGOs in their attempts to protect women’s rights, is 

critical point harming to implementation of 1325. 

 Villages near another ABL, with South Ossetia/Tskhinvali region, are suffered from lack 

of water (as water naturally is coming from the North), complete lack of communica-

tions and exchanges across division line, which still are possible in Abkhazia, and 

“borderisation” – constant moving of division line inside Georgian territory.  Recent 

study conducted by local staff of SaferWorld, demonstrated   the main troubles of 

population, especially women, living in this zone. Number of detentions increased 

from 5 in 2008 (After war) to 142 in 2013; among the most severe  problems  people 

names – living close to division line (51%); problems with water (43%), lack of access to 

their land plots (27%) and so on. 

 
One of main consecquences of borderisation – strict decrease of livelihoods: people 
cannot prepare firewood, as they can be detained in the forest by occupational forces: 
they cannot work their lands – part of lands is now occupied,  another part of lands is 
in close proximity to the division line and it is danger to work these lands. 
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Economic activities in the regions adjacent to the conflict lines, are suppressed; con-

stant psychological stress increases health problems, including reproductive health of 

women – according to data of women’s NGOs, cancer and pre-cancer of reproductive 

organs achieves already 70% among tested women in conflict affected regions. 

“Borderisation” do not take into account existing realities – sometimes the fences, 

establish by occupational forces, divide families, as it is shown in documentaries made 

by Georgian journalist Nino Chibchiuri - she shows real story of woman – one who 

feeds now parents through the wire fence, as the de facto border, made by occupation 

forces, divided family. Population is afraid due to constant shutting – people who re-

member 2008, are afraid that the conflict can be revived. 

Population believes that confidence building measures can de-escalate situation 

around the division lines and bring more peace and security. Among recommendations 

of population are – common patrolling by Georgian and Ossetian police; community 

policing and community dialogues across the division lines; support of economic ex-

changes and joint economic projects across the boundaries; dialogues of relatives, for-

mer neighbors and so on. 

Recommendation: confidence building measures should include and even concen-

trate on local population, especially women and girls from   both sides of ABL in all 

conflict affected regions. 
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BEST PRACTIZES 
The National Action Plan 
Georgia is the first country which accepted the National Action Plan for the implemen-
tation of the UN Security Council Resolutions 1325, 1820, 1888, 1889 and 1960. The 
Plan was adopted on 27 December 2011 and was proposed for the implementation for 
the period 2012-2015. In 2014, the mid-term review was conducted with the support 
from the UN Women Organization in Georgia. This review was sent to Secretariat as a 
separate document together with the results from the Open Day, the contribution 
from the UN Women Office in Georgia. The midterm review, prepared with the sup-
port from UN Women Georgia office, accumulated lessons learnt which was sent to UN 
Women’s HQ. 
One of the main achievement of Georgia’s NAP is a real changes in military sphere. 

Achievements of the NAP in Georgian Army 
Georgian military forces consists as from internal army, as well as also from peace-

keeping forces, which now constitutes from 1600  service persons and are presented in 

Afghanistan and Africa (Central African Republic).Today  7 % of Armed Forces person-

nel and about 40% of civilian MoD office are women. In order to broaden women`s 

representation and participation, the Ministry of Defense  revised physical tests re-

quirements: e.g.,  gender related revision of legal acts enabled 3 young women to en-

roll in officers course in National Defense Academy. In 2014, Gender Equality strategy 

was approved by the Ministry of Defense, which includes: 

 establishing the conditions guaranteeing equal rights, freedoms and opportuni-

ties of men and women; 

  preventing and eradication of all forms of discrimination and counter any prac-

tices of gender violence  

 elimination, in every way possible, any misconduct of sexual harassment, physi-

cal and psychological mistreatment of women, or workplace violence. 

 

Currently, 42 Gender advisors are serving in army – in each brigade there are two – 

man and woman, and they monitor the implementation of strategy and can observe 

cases of sexual harassment or discrimination. Special complaint mechanism was estab-

lished for this, and reports about each case goes directly to the Deputy Minister. 

In May, 2015, new Minister of Defense was appointed in Georgia – and for the first 

time  woman was appointed to this position. Ms. TinatinKhidasheli,  former Head of 

GYLA (Young Lawyers Association of Georgia), before this appointment was a member 

of Parliament, and during last month – Head of European Integration Committee. 

There is a hope that positive reforms in the Ministry of Defense will continue and 
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speed up with an appointment of woman on the top managerial position. 

Coordination Group on 1325 NAP 
One of real mechanisms, which constantly allows to monitor the implementation of 
the NAP, is Coordination group on the NAP, which consists from high level representa-
tives of each Ministry, responsible for NAP implementation, Public Broadcaster, Public 
Defender Office and two NGOs.  Until the end of 2014, the Coordination Group was 
chaired by Vice Speaker of Georgian Parliament, and from 2015 this group is facilitated 
by the Special Advisor to the Prime-Minister on the issues of Human Rights and Gender 
Equality. Existence of this Coordination group allows to ensure involvement of all core 
Ministries in the implementation, their public reporting (as the information from each 
meeting is later disseminated by NGOs – members of the Group). The Group also 
represents very useful advocacy instrument, as through NGOs this group is closely re-
lated with women’s groups and communities, and can react on issues, voiced by grass-
roots activists. 
Many of issues, related with education, mine awareness, informational security, which 
were included in the Action Plan by NGOs and women -activists, are fully or partially 
solved. However, there are the issues which need to be strengthen and it is expected 
that new Action Plan will take them into account. 
Recommendations: 
  One of crucial lessons is that civil society and self-organized women and girls affected 
by the conflicts, should not only contribute, but  be active actors of the Action Plan. 
Currently, when the Plan is only a State instrument, it is difficult to organize. 
The Action Plan had no budget. Yes, many agencies decided to use internal resources 
to implement the commitments from the Action Plan, but our recommendation is that 
all articles of the NAP should be backed by state budget. Especially important is that 
the community initiative and women’s participation had special funds for develop-
ment and implementation. It is highly advisable, using experience of such countries, as 
Philippines, to have p  
The Action Plan does not include activities on the occupied territories. It is understand-
able, as jurisdiction of Central government do not cover Abkhazia and South Ossetia/
Tskhinvali region.  At the same time, de facto authorities in breakaway regions do not 
recognize UNSC Resolution 1325 and “sister” Resolutions as obligatory instrument, 
arguing that they are not UN member and are not recognized, so, the Resolution is not 
valid on their territories. There are several instruments which can be used to include 
non-recognized entities in the implementation. 
One of them is – Localisation Strategy, which successfully was used by Women-
peacebuilders network. In our case, it means that local NGOs and community activists 
can create their community action plans, and advocate them with the local self-
government and local authorities. From below, this can introduce UNSCR 1325 to the 
top level and finally be accepted. 
Another opportunity is provided by creation of Regional Action Plans, as it happened in 
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Africa by African Union or in some other regions. In our case, OSCE or Eastern Partner-
ship can assume this responsibility to negotiate the regional framework, where the  
provisions of Resolution will be obligatory and where some common articles about 
prevention, protection and participation of conflict affected women and girls will be 
negotiated and agreed. 

Quick Impact Fund 
In 2002, on the post of the Special Representative of the UN Secretary General on the 
Conflicts in Abkhazia, Georgia was appointed H.E. Heidi Tagliavini (Currently – special 
Ambassador for Minsk Group on Ukrainian Crisis). Simultaneously, she was appointed 
as a Head of UN Observers Mission in Georgia.  By coincident, the Deputy Head of Mis-
sion was appointed also woman, Ms. Rosa Otumbayeva (later – President of Kir-
gizstan). The representation of two women on the top managerial level immediately 
was reflected in practical changes: the feasibility study was conducted for three re-
gions of Abkhazia, Georgia; the study was conducted by the UNDP in close cooperation 
with UNOMIG. 
 Following the acceptance by both sides of the recommendations of the feasibility 
study led by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) for the Gali, Ocham-
chira and Tqvarcheli districts (see S/2004/570, para. 8, and S/2004/26, para. 10), 
UNDP, in close collaboration with UNOMIG, was initiating rehabilitation programme, 
focused on agriculture, health, water and sanitation, capacity-building for non-
governmental organizations and coordination of rehabilitation efforts. UNOMIG and 
UNDP concluded the agreement with the European Union, which contributed to the 
UNDP rehabilitation efforts and to the UNOMIG trust fund for quick-impact projects 
for rehabilitation in the zone of conflict. 
UNOMIG had been continued to complement this assistance by implementing its own 
quick-impact projects. Since its inception in November 2002, 66 projects had been ap-
proved and implemented. The projects  received wide public acceptance, particularly 
on the Zugdidi side, and the support of the local authorities. During three years, the 
trust fund for the quick-impact projects received a contribution from the Government 
of Switzerland of US $28,000 and a pledge from the Government of the United King-
dom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.  
Besides very positive impact of the socio-economic situation of conflict affected popu-
lation, Quick impact Fund positively influenced development of community based or-
ganisations and women’s initiative groups. This allowed to UNIFEM in 2003 to conduct 
the first women’s dialogue – meeting of Georgian and Abkhaz women – civic activists, 
which was facilitated again, by Georgian and Abkhaz NGO leaders. The meeting was 
attended by UNOMIG Deputy Head of mission and UNIFEM Representative in Georgia.  
Recently, EUMM Head of mission announced, that EUMM plans to start small confi-
dence building fund, which will contribute to bilateral projects and support confidence 
building measures. We very positively assess this initiative, although we do not know 
when it will start. 
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 “One Stop Shop” work 
UN Women and NGO Women’s Information Centre (WIC), has been holding “one stop 

shop” meetings since 2010 to facilitate dialogue between representatives of different 

sectors of central and local governments and IDP, conflict affected and ethnic minority 

women and their families to address the immediate social and legal protection priori-

ties of individuals, families and communities.  

 

Since 2010 a total of 21”One Stop Shop” consultation meetings were organized and 
followed up with coordinated efforts to address the problems raised by IDPs. These 
included: housing, healthcare, legal assistance as well as access to higher education, 
unemployment, economic and infrastructural problems.  
A total of 204 cases were presented in eight locations from 2010-2014. Primary benefi-

ciaries in 98 cases were women, in 32 cases - men, 38 cases concerned a whole family 

and 36 had relevance for broader communities. 92 (45%) cases reviewed at these 

meetings were successfully resolved, providing individuals with access to adequate 

housing and legal protection and improving their access to social and healthcare ser-

vices. Out of 204 cases, 41 cases (20%) have not been resolved and 71 cases (35%) are 

being monitored and expected to be resolved soon. 

Legal Clinics 
In close collaboration with the Ministry of Internally Displaced Persons from the Occu-
pied Territories, Accommodation and Refugees of Georgia (MIDPOTAR) UN Women 
established 5 legal clinics for IDPs in five administrative centers of Georgia. The legal 
clinic of Tbilisi, the capital city, was taken over by the Ministry in July, 2012. Four Legal 
clinics in four administrative centers of Georgia continue to provide IDP women and 
their family members with free legal aid and court representation.  
Since 2010, the legal clinics have provided consultations to 58 701 IDPs (individual con-

sultations- 20,628 and collective consultations - 38,073). Out of the total number of 

claims received by the legal clinics, approximately 66% were from women and 34% 

men.   

 

Lawyers of legal clinics conduct outreach visits to IDP compact settlements on a 

monthly basis following their work plans, where they consult IDPs on the spot. Since 

2010 visits to 2,257 compact settlements have been conducted where 38,073 IDPs 

received legal advice and consultation. Lawyers of legal clinics provide upon necessity 

Court representation of beneficiaries, which is a unique service existing within the 

Ministry. Since 2010 Court representation was provided to 851 persons (approximately 

65% women). The most commonly addressed problems by the legal clinics are the fol-

lowing: IDP Accommodation/housing issues; IDP status related issues; Issues related to 
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access to information and referral systems; Court representation and establishment of 

legal facts.  

 

A legal clinic for ethnic minority women established in close cooperation with the Pub-

lic Defender’s Office (PDO) of Georgia in Marneuli in August 2013, provided individual 

consultations to 429 beneficiaries (45% women and 55% men) by the end of 2014. 

Additionally, visits were made to 89 villages reaching 1270 residents of Marneuli mu-

nicipality. The legal clinic provided court representation to 18 ethnic minority repre-

sentatives (11 women and 7 men). Out of 18 cases submitted to the court, 7 have been 

resolved positively, 2 have been rejected and 9 are under consideration. The most 

commonly addressed problems by the legal clinic of Marneuli are the following: Eligi-

bility for social assistance programme; Inheritance issues; Tax issues; Real estate regis-

tration issues; Family law affairs (divorce, alimony). 

 

Peace networks –since very beginning of conflicts, different NGOs tried to establish 

relations across the division lines to overcome the pain, distrust and to start new rela-

tions for the profit of their children and communities. 

Since 1996, the IDP Women Association ‘Consent” started to work with non-

governmental organisations from breakaway regions to organize peace camps which 

will assist to young people to overcome trauma and conflict consequences and to start 

new relations.  These camps soon were transferred into youth peace dialogue – and 

one of “Connectors” in these dialogues was theme of gender equality, as this topic was 

very important for conflict affected youth. More than 600 youth from South Caucasus 

– Georgian, Abkhaz, Ossetian, Armenian and Azerbaijani – passed through these 

camps, learning tolerance, confidence and equality. 

 

In early 2000, the Peacebuilding Council was created by NGOs under the auspices of 

UNIFEM. Several outstanding women’s NGOs, such as Women’s Council from Abkhazia 

(in exile), ICCN, Women’s Informational Center, Union of Wives  of disabled and killed 

Warriors, “Gender, media, Caucasus” and some other organisations started peace mis-

sions to separatist regions where they met with women’s groups, NGOs and local au-

thorities. Unfortunately, further escalation of violence did not allow this initiative to 

develop. 

 

Organisation Union of Wives of Disabled and killed Warriors” initiated with the support 

of COBERM project creation of network of Georgian and Ossetian women for peace.  

The network organizes different type of meetings where they discuss the important for 

women and conflict affected communities problems. 
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In 2013, UN Women initiated peace dialogue through mediation trainings – groups of 

Georgian and Abkhaz women-leaders were met on the series of seminars to learn me-

diation skills and to find common priorities. 

 

Through already decades, Quinna till Quinna provides support for women’s move-

ment, for non-Contribution governmental organisations working with the victims of 

violence, for those, engaged in peace dialogue. Partner  organisations help victims of 

violence by providing counselling, shelters and financial aid, since the Georgian govern-

ment’s support within these areas is limited. The organisations also push for increased 

gender equality, through advocacy of lawmakers and raising public awareness of gen-

der issues. Several of The Kvinna till Kvinna Foundation’s partner organisations provide 

information and courses about violence against women, women’s political participa-

tion, and sexual and reproductive health and rights. Some of the organisations are ac-

tive in peacebuilding projects involving the breakaway regions of South Ossetia and 

Abkhazia. 

 
Already several years  Quinna assists to prominent leaders from State structures and 

civil society to learn in depth UNSC Resolution 1325 and its implementation in differ-

ent spheres within the multicultural programme  IPT 1325. 

In 2010-2014, with the support from EU, CARE International organized multi-year pro-

ject “Strengthening women’s participation in peacebuilding in the South Caucasus”, 

which assisted to create in 64 communities nucleus for peace activities, created net-

works through all South Caucasian regions and supported different ideas of women-

activists to be brought to the decision making level and be implemented. 

 
All these activities contribute to increase of women’s role in peace building – the ma-
jority of questioned during surveys people mentioned that they see women as the 
main peace builders in the South Caucasus. 
To realise this potential and support the implementation of UNSC Resolution 1325, it is 
necessary joint efforts of all layers of society for creation of enabling environment for 
peace. Each level should have their own function, will it be community group, local self
-government or international organization.  
 
Regional context is very important for strengthening peace efforts and promotion of 
women’s and girls participation and protection, as well as prevention of further escala-
tion of conflicts, would it be South Caucasian region or Black Sea, or another part of 
OSCE region. The conflicts, their political, human and economic dimensions are so in-
terrelated in the region and so dependent on each other and influenced by the same 
geopolitical actors that solutions also can be found in consultations and in analyzing 
whole regional situation in full complexity. 
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Region of South Caucasus in characterized by internal instability, number of conflicts, 
internal and external, and huge economic interests of big powers – oil and transport. 
The region is very diverse by ethnic and  religious groups, and by political preferences –  
if Georgia clearly states pro-Western, Euro-Atlantic orientation, Armenia became a 
member of Eurasian Union, and Azerbaijan  keeps more or less neutral position, re-
lated with economic prosperity, guaranteed by oil.  Three breakaway regions are more 
under Russia influence: Abkhazia and South Ossetia officially signed “Agreement about 
cooperation and strategic partnership” and  are fully dependent  on financial and mili-
tary aid of Russia; Nagorno-Kakrabach, not so clearly, but through Armenia also some-
how is dependent on Russia, although demonstrated officially more independent posi-
tion.  

Conclusion 
Regardless of different situation  (post conflict, latent conflict, open 
phase/emergency), the situation in all region is characterized by similar  
threats – possibility of revival/escalation of conflict; high psychological 
tension; not regulate economic and social problems which makes addi-
tional burden to women’s shoulders, severe deterioration of health and 
social status and minimal participation in decision making of the most 
vulnerable groups. 

 
In all regions, women see the UNSC Resolution 1325 as a powerful in-
strument and propose for its implementation:  
 To unite efforts within the country/region and across the bounda-

ries; 
  To work together with Governments and international organisa-

tions; to support, organise and strengthen coalitions of women (and 
men) working on implementation of principles of 1325 

 To provide timely sufficient financial support as for implementation 
of state Action Plans, as well as for women at grassroots level, to in-
crease their capacity to be engaged in implementation of local plans 
and local activities in the framework of UNSCR1325; to respect their 
work and give them the opportunity to implement their leadership 
skills; 

 To use existing international and intergovernmental frameworks for 
creation of joint understanding and priorities for different Govern-
ments, even divided by conflict; to look on regional cooperation 
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(Regional Action Plans under the EU or OSCE auspices) and to use 
cooperation at local level as with self-governments, as well as with 
community leaders, men and women (“localization” strategy); 

 To strengthen international monitoring mechanisms for increasing of 
human security 

 To raise awareness of population, authorities at all levels, NSA and 
all actors about important of Women, Peace and Security agenda 
and to get their commitment. 
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Preparation and implementation of NAP on Preparation and implementation of NAP on 

Women, Peace and Security Women, Peace and Security ––  Georgia caseGeorgia case  
Georgia was the first  post-Soviet country  prepared and adopted  National Action Plan 
on Women, Peace and Security. It was caused by the constant advocacy from the local 
civil society and the persistent commitment of UN Women (earlier – UNIFEM), and by 
existing urgent need of positive changes in postconflict context. 

Georgia, since early 90-s, had experienced severe armed conflicts led to massive dis-
placement of population, mainly ethnic Georgians  from separated de facto regions of 
Abkhazia and South Ossetia. The last wave of internal displacement was caused by 2008 
war of Georgia and Russia over South Ossetia, currently number of displaced population 
is around 276,000 (with 4,4 Mln of total population). As in other postconflict situations, 
displaced and conflict affected women are the main victims. ).  The wide range of chal-
lenges accompany life of woman – internally displaced ( IDP)  or living in postconflict 
zone. Human security – physical, psychological, material- of women is very low and de-
pendent on external conditions. Participation of women in decision making is minimal;  
working in  any available  places mostly underpaid; putting all efforts for fostering chil-
dren and protecting family; substituting man during and often also  after the conflict, 
often  being victim of GBV and  domestic violence,  IDP woman became  the strongest 
advocate for peace and for positive change.  

 Since adoption of UNSCR 1325,  women’s organizations, including IDP women groups 
constantly tried to use it as a tool ensuring women’s  protection and participation, how-
ever it was lack of understanding of its importance  in the state structures, although 
some steps were made. In 2004, Gender Equality Council under the Speaker of the Par-
liament and the State Commission were created. CSO  representatives actively were 
engage in work of both structures. Some documents were elaborated in 2006, such as 
Gender Equality Concept and Law about Domestic Violence. Still, 1325 was seen as a 
“second rank” document, and no serious  commitments were taken by the government 
of Georgia. 

The dramatic change started after war 2008 – new “wounds” of war required immediate 
answer and assistance for newly displaced. A significant role played the UN Women of-
fice and women’s organisations, assisting the victims and making rapid assessment, so,  
in one month after the conflict study about effects of conflict on women was prepared, 
disseminated to state actors and donors, and the results included in the Flesh appeal. 
The active position of civil society for that moment coincided with understanding and 
support from some political actors – for the first time, real commitment was expressed 
by the Vice-Speaker of Parliament who led the Gender Equality Council. Such synergy of 
local and international efforts of women activists, strengthened by the good will of State 
actors, allowed to prepare and adopt Law about Gender Equality (2010) and start joint 
work on drafting the National Action Plan for the implementation of the UNSC Resolu-
tions 1325, 1820, 1888, 1889, 1960 “Women, Peace and Security”. 
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 Civil society  organisations were ready to develop the NAP, but it was advised by the  
international friends that, to have full ownership on created document,  the state actors 
should draft the Action Plan themselves. Working Groups (represented by Department 
Directors and vice-Ministers) worked on the Action Plan, in constant consultations with 
the civil society.  One of experienced NGOs – Women Informational Center  (WIC)– was 
selected to implement the mediator role between the Working Groups and civil society 
actors. More than 30 NGOs participated in such consultations, bringing comments and 
proposals. There were 4 working groups created, according to directions of UNSC Reso-
lutions (Participation, Prevention, Protection, Postconflict rehabilitation). WIC partici-
pated in meetings of State Working  groups and had the opportunity to present them 
CSO proposals, and feedback from state actors was taking back.  Women’s Fund Taso 
and some other women’s organisations assisted to organize participatory consultations 
with IDP women, living in the regions of Georgia with the aim to have real input from the 
conflict affected population. Such procedures allowed to include into NAP the priorities, 
important for conflict affected women to  increase their human security – for example, 
during 2008 military attacks, no information was given to the population and no evacua-
tion works were organized for civilians.  Now, the Action Plan envisages early warning 
system creation, teaching civil defense in schools, the commitment of Government to 
inform the population living in the adjacent area, about risks and threats.   The Action 
Plan includes measures for increase of protection from sexual and gender-based vio-
lence, assistance to the victims,  inclusion of IDP and conflict affected women in post-
conflict rehabilitation. The advocacy work,  conducted by the CSO and UN Women, ef-
forts of the Chair of Gender Equality Council helped to almost unanimous approval of 
the  NAP in Parliament on 27 December 2011. 

 The process of creation of the NAP was documented by the UN Women cross-regional 
project, and the results were published to guide other countries on their way for crea-
tion and  implementation of the Action Plans.  Constant support from the  UN project 
allowed successfully to implement many of measures envisaged in the Action Plan, in 
particular, related with the coordination of implementation, reforms in security sector  
and  introduction of gender mainstreaming in the core ministries, especially, Ministry of 
Defense.  Number of cascade trainings for the central and local authorities by specially 
prepared trainers from CSO were implemented, that assisted to raise awareness and 
commitment of public servants.   UN Women, together with colleagues from civil society 
and from relevant State foundations (such as State fund for assisting victims of human 
trafficking),  was constantly lobbying the creation of referral  mechanisms for victims of 
sexual and gender-based violence  in conflict and postconflict situation; addressing their 
needs through specialized institutions and creation  of interagency commission dealing 
with these issues. The Coordination group was created with high level representation of 
state agencies and Public Broadcaster; each agency was regularly presenting reports on 
the implementation of the NAP – to the gender Equality Council and the Government. 
The coordination Group includes three NGO representatives – Women’s Information 
Center, IDP Women Association “Consent” and, the third, on rotation principle, local 
women’s NGO from places, adjacent to the separated regions (Abkhkazia and South Os-
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setia). The NGOs, participating in Coordination Group, are accountable for the civil soci-
ety – they present a full report about the implementation of NAP by the State agencies 
to NGO community and, vice versa, on the Coordination Group meeting they present 
consolidated report about CSO activities in  sphere of Women, Peace and Security.  The 
report is also available electronically.   Such cooperation can be accepted as a “good 
practice”, as it allows to bring to immediate attention of relevant state actors problems, 
appeared in communities, especially in zones, adjacent to the separated regions, such 
as: lack of physical security, problems with agricultural lands, problems with the land 
registration, lack of water supply (which affects mainly women), health problems of 
women, affected by conflict.  As new security concerns appeared since May 2013, 
(“borderisation” of South Ossetia), during this year several meetings of Gender Equality 
Council were organized in regions of concern. Another good practice which can be con-
nected with the implementation of NAP, is meetings in the regions, organized by princi-
ple “One window shop” where women from  conflict affected areas can meet  with sev-
eral state representatives in one place and solve problems, which have complex charac-
ter. The Advisory council created from the most prominent NGOs and civic activists,  
regularly meets with the UN Women Office to discuss the urgent issues and work on  
joint strategy. 

Accepting the positive moments of implementation of the NAP and active role of some 
of state actors, still the main driving forces for the implementation are – Women’s CSOs  
and international organizations, led by the UN Women.  One of the main indicators of 
state interest to NAP – budget allocation – still is not achieved – the state budget for 
2013 did not envisage any contributions, and draft budget for 2014 still does not include 
special provisions for NAP. The second gap is – low understanding and involvement of  
local and regional authorities.  Although they are responsible for implementation of 
some of activities in the   NAP,  their interest and understanding of key issues related 
with  peace and security of women, need to be stimulated and increased, and they 
should be more involved in  planning and decision making in the framework of NAP. We, 
as CS organizations, work now with the local self-government, advocating for the inclu-
sion of special lines in the local budgets. 

To create really enabling environment for the implementation of NAP is necessary to 
connect efforts at different levels, including  raising of capacity and understanding at 
community level, empowerment local women – leaders and connecting their activities 
and advocacy efforts with men’s activities;   involvement of local authorities, finding of 
allies at central state level and support from international community. Very important in 
Georgia context is   regional dimension, when activities are included in overall regional 
context. In the recent years, two regional projects were implemented in Georgia, dem-
onstrating two different approaches for the implementation of UNSC Resolutions on 
Women, Peace and Security.  UN Women Cross-regional project, which had one of the 
main focuses on implementation, documentation and dissemination of best practices 
from NAP in Georgia,( the experience already was shared with colleagues  from Kir-
gizstan and helped them to create their own Action Plan) was  working with mediation 
and advocacy initiatives at high level,  promotion of implementation of UNSCR in secu-
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rity sector, work with Parliaments and diplomats – members of Geneva Talks, and con-
necting these initiatives with the  CS actors.  Another South Caucasian Regional project, 
implemented by CARE/EU was concentrated on one of aspects of UNSCR1325 – empow-
erment of women affected by the conflicts, and promotion of civic involvement in peace 
building and decision making processes. Working in conflict affected communities across 
the official and de facto boundaries, project  was  connecting  women from  divided by 
conflict societies.   Finding the  common ground is extremely important part of recon-
ciliation which can be done by women, but safe space for their dialogue can be proposed 
only by such international umbrella, especially when conflicting parties are divided by 
conflict lines. In their own communities, exercising gender approach to solving  commu-
nity problems, women were learning participatory local governance and cooperation 
with decision makers,  required for solving of identified problems.  These two ap-
proaches -  top-down and from communities to the top decision makers, are comple-
mentary and give the best results, when local authorities are involved  and cooperative.  

One of very important part of implementation is preparation of women-mediators at 
different level, creation of their roster and inclusion them in different negotiations for-
mats, starting from community and CSO dialogues and also high level  peace negotia-
tions , such as Geneva talks. Till now, it was achieved that UN Women briefed the official 
participants about UNSC Resolutions and gender dimension of conflicts. Georgian diplo-
mats – women, who are part of these talks regularly meet with women from the civil 
society.  

However, to work on conflict resolution, you need to build capacity both, CSO actors 
women from initiative groups and public servants at central and local level; you need to 
have rule of law, improved governance,  economic recovery. In all these processes 
women’s participation should be ensured. Capacity building is not short-term agenda, 
especially in Georgian context, when the public servants are changes quite often. These 
programmes  require long-term support. Skills training is necessary, especially for 
women – activists, to acquire necessary skills (language, IT) to be able to communicate in 
networks and to dins support from donors and SCOs. 

 To make actualization of  Women, peace and security  Action Plan, it is necessary to put 
it in the context of general democratization agenda and connect with all other strategies 
and National Action Plans. And  very important task in post conflict settings is institution-
alization of achieved results.  

Among existing opportunities we see  preparation of women-mediators at all levels, in-
creased awareness among men and  society at large,  building partnerships at regional 
and subregional level to create pre-condition for people-to-people diplomacy, promo-
tion of transfer of knowledge from more experienced women to young generation  and 
to women in early/mid-careers and to continue dialogue with the government, interna-
tional community, UN and all stakeholders related with women, peace and security 
agenda. 

Presented to the Technical Review Meeting on the Preparation of a Global Study on the 
Implementation of the UN Security Council resolution 1325 
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United Nations Security Council Resolution United Nations Security Council Resolution 

1325 on „Women, peace and security“ 1325 on „Women, peace and security“ ––  How How 

to make this agenda workable?to make this agenda workable?  
Impulse 12/2015 by Iulia Kharashvili 

In the following impulse-article Iulia Kharashvili gives an overview of recom-
mendations made in the Global Study on the implementation of United Na-
tions Security Council Resolution 1325. She looks at the recommendations 
from the perspective of women peacebuilders in Georgia taking into account 
the special challenges that women face in protracted displacement situa-
tions. 

The first UN Security Council Resolution (SCR) officially recognising that women 
and girls need special attention and protection during armed conflict was reso-
lution 1325 on “Women, peace and security” adopted in October 2000, after 
many years of permanent strong advocacy by civil society. During the subse-
quent years, civil society organisations (CSOs) continuously called on govern-
ments to create a framework to implement the resolution’s main messages 
known as “four Ps”: prevention, protection, post-conflict recovery and partici-
pation of conflict-affected women and girls. However, progress was slow and 
until 2013 six further resolutions were adopted by the UN SC to support the 
implementation of resolution 1325 and call on states as well as the UN for ac-
tion. 

Sister resolution 2122 invited “the Secretary General (…) to commission a 
Global Study on the implementation of resolution 1325.” The Global Study was 
expected to analyse achievements, gaps and challenges in situations where 
conflict or pre-conflict situations influence the lives of women and girls. The 
implementation of the study titled “Preventing Conflicts, Transforming Justice, 
Securing the Peace” was supported by UN Women, the UN organisation dedi-
cated to gender equality and the empowerment of women. The lead author, 
Ms. Radhika Coomaraswamy, former Special Representative for Children and 
Armed Conflict, was assisted by a team of researchers and an expert group, 
consisting of 15 prominent women’s rights activists. The team conducted re-
gional consultations worldwide to bring in the voices of the most marginalised 
women and girls in addition to views and opinions of decision-makers. Conclu-
sions and recommendations following from this consultation process were en-
riched by additional surveys to from the base of the Global Study. 
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This process led to ten major recommendations, formulated to address the 
main gaps and challenges of the implementation of UN SCR 1325. They cover a 
wide range of issues, including the importance of prevention, of substantial 
funding for women’s initiatives, and of transformative justice encompassing 
the punishment of perpetrators as well as reparations and healing for victims. 
The study furthermore recalls that resolution 1325 is a human rights docu-
ment, and that women peacebuilders should be seen as human rights defend-
ers. It calls on the UN SG to improve the gender architecture of the UN to en-
sure that the UN plays a central role in creating a peaceful and secure world 
capitalising on existing resources for women, peace and security. The main 
conclusion is that stable peace is not possible without women’s full participa-
tion, and that the localisation of approaches and inclusive strategies are key 
for sustaining peace. 

A new resolution 2242 was adopted in October 2015 and builds upon the find-
ings of the Global Study, although the UN language makes the Global Study’s 
strong recommendations and demands more vague. However, with resolution 
2242 the UN SC ”decides to integrate women, peace and security concerns 
across all country specific situations on the Security Council’s agenda, and ex-
presses its intention to invite civil society, including women’s organisations, to 
brief the Council in country specific considerations.” 

In the following, some of the recommendations of the Global Study will be dis-
cussed from the perspective of women peacebuilders in Georgia and with re-
gard to the special challenges that women face in protracted displacement 
situations. 

No to militarisation, yes to prevention 
The first recommendation of the Global Study stresses the importance of pre-
ventive actions as opposed to military responses to conflict. Prevention needs 
short-term measures in acute conflicts as well as long-term strategies and 
measures. Early warning systems and increased awareness of women and girls, 
but also of men and boys about possible threats can increase the security and 
safety of the population in case of conflict. 

In Georgia, women’s NGOs advocated since the 2008 war for the necessity of 
an emergency plan with clear indications of responsible agencies and people, 
existing shelters, food stocks, ways of evacuation and special measures for the 
prevention of sexual violence during the outbreak of violence. Information 
about all these issues is crucial in order to save lives during conflict and should 
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be available for the population at risk. 

The Georgian National Action Plan (NAP) of 2011 on the implementation of the 
UN SCRs included some of these provisions, and some measures such as the 
inclusion of civic defense in school curricula were implemented. Still, much 
more should be done to protect women and girls living in areas adjacent to 
conflict lines. 

Georgia was more successful in reforms in the defense sphere: The Ministry of 
Defense approved a Gender Equality Strategy; physical standards for militaries 
were adapted to give more space for women’s employment; gender advisers 
were elected in each of the military brigades and can for instance give advice 
and prevent mistreatment. However, in the long run prevention means that 
the main roots of conflict – inequality, poverty – need to be eradicated. 

However, long-term prevention requires several prerequisites in addition to 
the measures described above: women’s involvement in peacebuilding efforts 
both at community level and at the negotiation table, confidence building 
measures and an improvement of the socio-economic climate as well as the 
provision of space for women’s participation. The last aspect will be elaborated 
upon in the following. 

Securing women’s space for participation 
One of the conclusions from the consultations with women was that the 
changed nature of conflict has led to a change of women’s place and role in 
conflict. This in turn requires a change in responses to conflict. Women are 
facing many dilemmas in a conflict setting: they are seen by society as the 
main peace actors at the grassroots level, but they have no funding, skills and 
tools to act effectively because their efforts are not recognised by the more 
formal actors involved. It is crucial to teach women leadership skills, but that 
must happen in combination with the creation of space to exercise these skills 
and implement peace and economic initiatives: The initiatives of women 
should be respected and their place in and contributions to society recognised. 
Women are strong leaders, they have the strength to influence local and na-
tional decision-makers and contribute to real improvement of lives. A woman 
will not run away from her community, she will not migrate to another country 
or go to fight. She will stay and participate in the development of society, if she 
is provided with the space and opportunity to do so. 

Funding women peacebuilders and respecting their autonomy is one impor-
tant way to counter extremism, and the need to do so cannot be underscored 
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enough. However, solely military responses to extremism will not succeed and 
may force women into difficult or ambivalent positions. Since there is a corre-
lation between women’s rights and a lack of extremism in any given society, 
women must be mobilised. Significantly more funding and resources should be 
given to these women peacebuilders who have a deep understanding of local 
realities and will be able to fight for their rights and their communities. 

The chances for women to use their leadership skills are not only about 
money, but still money is an important factor. Usually, most funds come during 
conflict or during the first years after the conflict. After this period, there are 
no or only scarce resources available. It is often expected that women will 
work as volunteers, and many women are in fact involved in voluntary work. 
However, women in post-conflict situations are often the sole breadwinners of 
their families – they need paid jobs. Furthermore, the consultations with 
women for the Global Study showed that women have knowledge, experience 
and skills to work for the rehabilitation of their communities and, generally, 
society at a professional level. They may also need training and capacity build-
ing, but this should not be used as a reason for their exclusion. They simply 
need the same treatment and capacity building as men. 

The special situation in Georgia and the South Cauca-
sus: Women in protracted displacement 

Georgia and the South Caucasus in general represent cases of protracted dis-
placement. The main emphasis of international assistance and attention is on 
emergencies and early recovery – conflict-affected populations receive hu-
manitarian assistance but then are often left to deal with their problems, trau-
matisation and unrealised ideas about post-conflict development and recon-
ciliation on their own. 

UN SCR 1325 on “Women, peace and security” is often primarily seen as an 
instrument in emergency situations. However, the situation for women in pro-
tracted displacement does not differ much from their situation in conflict. A 
wide range of challenges confront women when they are displaced internally 
or are living in a post-conflict zone. Human security – physical, psychological, 
and material – is very fragile and dependent on external conditions. The par-
ticipation of women in decision-making is minimal. In Georgia, not a single IDP 
woman is in parliament or in a high executive position, and only one IDP 
woman was elected to a local government. In society, the status as internally 
displaced person (IDP) is often seen as a “label”, accompanied by stigma, 
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which prevents women from effective participation. Uncured psychological 
trauma and unhealed wounds of war contribute to an increase of tension and 
violence, of which women are the main victims. Due to all the challenges faced 
by IDP women, they have become the strongest advocates for peace and posi-
tive change. 

Many useful policies have been agreed during the last years in Georgia, includ-
ing the NAP which declares support for women affected by the conflicts and 
for their participation in decision-making and peacebuilding. NGOs support 
women from grassroots communities to participate in cross-border activities 
and to find a common ground with women from other parts of the divided so-
ciety. However, the participation of women in post-conflict rehabilitation, as 
stipulated in resolution 1325 and Georgia’s NAP on its implementation, has still 
not been secured. Women, especially IDP women, are not included in local 
councils and have no access to decision-making about the most crucial issues 
influencing their lives. There is a long way to go to achieve equal opportunities 
for IDPs with the rest of society and to make their starting conditions compara-
ble. Similar problems are experienced by women living in the breakaways terri-
tories (Abkhazia and South Ossetia/Tskhinvali region) and in adjacent regions 
affected by the conflicts. The unstable situation leads to an increased level of 
violence, including domestic violence. Many women are forced to seek em-
ployment or better lives outside Georgia which creates negative effects on 
families and communities, and increases the risk of their engagement in traf-
ficking, illegal migration and other illegal actions. 

Addressing the situation of women in protracted displacement can positively 
influence the resilience of conflict-affected communities, and reduce illegal 
migration of women as well as the risk of their involvement in illegal actions, 
including extremism. Special funds should be dedicated for these purposes by 
both, the Georgian government and international organisations. Support of 
grassroots initiatives for peacebuilding and economic security as well as sup-
port of peace initiatives of women divided by conflict lines, their involvement 
in peace dialogue and respect for their views and activities will be an impor-
tant contribution to the prevention of new escalations of violence and out-
breaks of conflict in the South Caucasus. 

Iulia Kharashvili is the chairperson of the Georgian IDP women association 
"Consent” and a member of the High Level Advisory Group for the Global Study. 
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